
Domino Fruit Basket Stand Set is a smart stand!
1A19421SET
  Domino is a completely new concept in modular buffet systems.  The Domino Fruit
Basket Stand Set includes the fruit basket & the plate stand, which may be used
independently from each other.  See additional pictures.  The fruit basket has a
wooden bottom & a banana hook.  The stand functions as a plate stand & it includes
a wooden base.  It is made of 18-10 stainless steel & monkey wood.  All Domino
components share legs so you can weave together pieces to build it your way. 
Simply put, Domino makes it fun again!

  The Domino system connects like Legos, but is made of solid stainless steel.  Mix it,
match it, change it; build it high or keep it low.  It is simply the most versatile, easy to
use system ever made.  

  All components can be connected to each other.  Shared legs simply slide into each
other quickly and easily.  Add a leg for extra height, remove a leg for a lower profile. 
You are only limited by your imagination.

  Build a beautiful breakfast buffet this morning.  Add some different components and
you have a lunch buffet.  Add a couple more components and you’re ready for
dinner.  What would you like to see?  Decide and make it so.  No matter what, your
choice will be SMART!

Specifications
Carton quantity 1
Dimensions (L x W x H) 14" x 14" x 25.75"
Weight  lbs.

Included Accessories

1A19405180
Medium Domino 7" Dish
Stand

1A19421
Domino Fruit Basket w/
Wooden Bottom, Stainless
Steel

Available Accessories
1A19402260 Domino Legs, Set of 4
1A19405270 Domino Wooden Base, Medium
1A19405WNT Domino Wooden Tray, Medium
1A19405MBT Domino Marble Tray, Medium
1A19405PCB Domino Dish, Porcelain, Medium
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Available Accessories (continued)
1A19471 DOMINO Bread & Fruit Server Set
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